Some of the main features of the new generation Trasgo detectors are their capability in measuring the incoming direction and the arrival time of secondary cosmic particles. They also offer the identification capability between muon and electrons and a rough calorimetry for electrons. Using ground-based stations, these properties allow for the development of new tools for the measurement of primary cosmic ray fluxes. In order to verify and quantify the suitability of Trasgo detectors, whether a single one or arrays of them, to provide reliable information of the properties (mass, energy, incoming direction) of primary cosmic rays we have started an initiative for the systematic study of the 'lateral distributions' displayed by electrons and muons, or by bundles of those particles, using MonteCarlo simulations. In a first approach, electrons and muons were produced in vertical showers from primary H, He, C and Fe nuclei, and with incoming energies limited to a maximum of 10 15 eV per nucleon. This choice represents a significant component of all secondary particles, which can be measured on Earth's surface. The lateral distributions study has been done at the two locations of Santiago de Compostela (Spain) and Livingston Island (Antarctica), where Trasgo detectors are either in operation, or will be operative in the near future.
Introduction
Nowadays, it is assumed by the community that 74% of the primary Cosmic Rays that arrive to the Earth are protons, and approximately 18% are Helium nuclei. Those primaries collide with the atmosphere, generating successive interactions produced by fragments of the collision and make an atmospheric Extensive Air Shower, EAS. The electromagnetic component of the shower, made by secondary electrons and muons, is studied in this work. Secondary counting at ground level is carried out with the Trasgo Family detectors [1] , and, in particular, with Tragaldabas [2] and Tristan [3] On the other hand, the CORSIKA event generator simulation program [4] has been used for the generation of simulated data. A deep analysis of the components and lateral distributions of the secondary showers over the Earth's surface was done. The observed behaviour will allow us to know the performance of the detector system mentioned above under extensive air shower. We present here the simulated response of the detectors, the radial density of the showers and the main properties of the particle clusters that can be detected at ground level as a function of the nature of the primary Cosmic Ray.
Generation of simulated data
The simulations and propagations of the different EAS were performed with the CORSIKA event generator software. Four different primary nuclei, H, He, C and Fe, with an energy range from 1 GeV to 10
5 GeV and a zenithal angle from 0 to 58.3
• were launched against the Earth atmosphere and EAS were produced. The energy range of primary cosmic rays was set in steps of 4×10 1/8 per decade (logarithmic scale), while the zenithal angle distribution has a uniform separation in steps of 0.025 in cos(θ). For each situation, they were studied EAS events generated from 10 4 to 10 2 primaries, as they increased in energy, and the first interaction of the primary nucleus happened at an altitude between 35 km and 18 km. The GHEISHA and QGSJET models were used in CORSIKA for the low energies simulations. It was set an energy cut of 0.05 GeV for hadrons and muons and 0.09 GeV for electrons and photons.
Methods
An EAS is characterized by the size and the primary energy. The size of an individual shower can be determined by sampling the particle density distribution at ground level with an array of suitable detectors over the EAS action area. The density of particles or the lateral density distribution function (LDF), ρ [m -2 ] can be written as:
where r is the distance to the geometric center of the EAS and C, r 0 , α and β are free parameters. T. Hara [5] used this equation to fit his experimental data and obtained the following values: r 0 =280 m, α=-0.75 and β=-2.5. The same equation is used also to fit the data in this work and represent the parameters as a function of the energy of the primary cosmic ray. Figure 1 shows the lateral distributions of density muons at ground level from primary protons of different energies and for an r value ranging from 31.6 m to 1000 m. On the other hand, the size N 0 , which is nothing but the number of particles of the shower, is proportional to the energy of the primary cosmic ray, and can be determine by: where the parameters κ and b take the value of κ=2.217·10 11 and b=0.798 for protons (A.M. Hillas [6] ). The detector response is an important factor used to know the rate of particles arriving at ground level. The response of the detectors is calculated with the coupling functions [7] . The functions link the spectrum of cosmic ray energies with a number of particles counted at ground level. The Yield function or commonly called response,
, is the number of muons integrated into a solid angle S(θ i , ϕ i ) with effective area in a given direction (θ i , ϕ i ). It can be written as:
where M (E, θ i ) is the multiplicity function, ∆ SΩ(θ i , ϕ i ) is the partial acceptance of the detector according to (θ i , ϕ i ) and J p (E) is the differential energy (J p (E) could depend on the angles θ and ϕ). This equation is used to calculate the response of both the Tragaldabas detector, at the geographic location of the USC, Spain, and for the Tristan detector, which will be located in the Antarctic Spanish Base in Livingston, Antarctica. Figure 3 shows the muon multiplicity function of calculated at the Tragaldabas location for incident primary protons. The data were calculated for the different angles of vertical incidence of the particle in the atmosphere. The primary flux equations used to calculate the response curves were taken from the reference [8] . 
Results
The parameters for the LDF in equation (1) were calculated by means of the data presented in Figure  3 for a vertical incidence of primary protons at different energies. Figure 4 (a) shows the C parameter as a function of the energy for the different primary nuclei. It is observed a close to linear relationship between C and the primary energy, which indicates that the C parameter is also directly correlated with the number particles N 0 . Figure 4 (b) presents the r 0 parameter as a function of energy of the primary nucleus. The results data have an asymptotic and oscillating behavior. It is observed that for energies above 10 3 GeV r 0 can be assumed as constant with slight deviations around a given value of about 650 m, but presents an exponential growth as the energy of the primary decreases. They were obtained also α and β values around -0.9 and -3.7 respectively. All these results are in agreement with the experimental values obtained in [5] . In order to a better study and understanding of the secondary particles, they were divided into clusters. A cluster is a close region of the ground level which contains a given number of secondary particles. The position of the center of each cluster was calculated by implementing an iterative algorithm in the CORSIKA routine, trying to maximize the number of particles per cluster. It was chosen a cluster radius of 2 m 2 and a cut-off standard deviation from the first radius of interaction of 0.5 m. Trying to simulate also the particle detection with the Tragaldabas detector, a cut-off energy of 100 MeV for electrons and 200 MeV for photons was implemented. The number of secondary particles inside a circular section cluster was taken as the corresponding cluster's size.
In Figure 5 it is shown the cluster size for vertical incidence as a function of the distance between the center of the cluster and the core of the EAS, called radius, and the primary energy, for two different primary nuclei. The radius and the cluster size were calculated by sorting the data by the radius and separating them by sections of 10 m. Then, for each section, it was calculated the mean cluster size and the mean radius. The data was plotted by triangulation using Python2.7. At low energies, the cluster size tends to the unity regardless of the cluster radius. When the energy grows there is a raise of the cluster size that becomes more pronounced as the radius decrease. One can also see how that behaviour is more pronounced as the primary becomes heavier. We believe that the primary source and its energy can be identified with the localized information of a variety of clusters. The equation (3) was used to calculate the response function of the detectors, G(E, θ i , ϕ i ), at the ground level under irradiation from EAS. Results are collected in Figure 3 , where a fit to a fifth order polynomial function was imposed. The response distributions are calculated as the product of the polynomial equation and the primary flux equations at the Earth's ground. Figure 6 shows the response function distribution of muons at the University of Santiago de Compostela geographic location ground level for different incidence angles of primary protons in the atmosphere. The response decreases as the zenithal angle grows. Also, the mean of the distributions is shifted towards higher energies with the angle. The mean of the distribution is around 20 GeV for small angles and goes up to 30 GeV for larger angles. The muon response is calculated also for different incident zenithal angles in the Antarctic Spanish Base location. The trend and the mean of the distributions are slightly different than the case of the USC location. Distributions now are less oscillating as the angle grows faster than in the previous case.
Tragaldabas and Tristan Detectors specifications
As the cosmic rays particle rate over a Trasgolike detector is directly correlated with the detector configuration, geometry and effective detection area, the response function distribution varies according to the set up used. The layout currently used with the Tragaldabas and Tristan detectors involves the effective area for particle detection as a function of its impinging direction presented in Figure 7 . Given the fact that both systems have a rectangular shape, that effective area can change according to the calculations whether they are in the x-axis or in the y-axis. , obtained for different ranges of zenith angles, both for the Tragaldabas and the Tristan detectors systems. The bigger acceptance of the Tristan detector at higher incident angles is due to the three detection planes configuration of the system, while a four planes configuration is used for Tragaldabas.
Conclusions
A study of lateral radial distribution was carried out and implemented in this work. The shower energies and radial densities results show good agreement with the experimental results of both A.M. Milas as of T. Hara respectively. The response function curves for two of the existing Trasgo-like detector systems, the Tragaldabas detector, at University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain, and the Tristan detector, which will be located at the Antarctic Spanish Base, Livingston Island, Antartica, were calculated by means of simulation. Those response functions can give information about the properties of the incident primary cosmic ray in the atmosphere, such as the mass, the energy and the arrival direction, since the rate of particles that arrive at ground level is then well known. The 3D representations for incident H and He nuclei at the atmosphere provide us with an estimate of the primary's energy and an approximation the structure of the EAS at the ground level over a large detection area. 
